
BDO’s Intelligent                        
Virtual Assistant (IVA)

BDO IVA Combines the 
User-Friendly Interface of 
ChatGPT with enhanced 

features designed to boost 
productivity and efficiency

UNLOCK NEXT-GEN BUSINESS POTENTIAL IN A MORE 
SECURE WAY  

Level up your organization with a secure and adaptable Generative AI Foundation 
and drive out innovative features and functionality tailored to your individual                 
business needs.  

HIGHLIGHTS

Enterprise Security:

Safely integrate ChatGPT capabilities within your existing, secure corporate                     
IT environment.

Seamless, Flexible Generative AI Foundation:

Enjoy the familiar ChatGPT experience with enhanced features including:

	X Prompt management 

	X Easy chat sharing and export

	X Talk to your document

Productivity Superpowers: 

Leverage a tailored ChatGPT instance in your existing Microsoft Azure environment to 
operate at the new pace of business:   
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Advanced Analytics: 
Query and create analytical 
visualizations based on your 
organization’s data.

Customer Service:  
Generate and summarize 
answers to customer queries. 

Software Development: 
QA, test, document, and          
complete code. 

Strategy and Planning: 
Craft strategies, operational 
plans, and task lists. 

Communications:               
Draft emails, social posts, 
briefings, reports, and more. 

Research:                         
Compile backgrounders, 
market analyses, and             
intelligence reports. 

Creativity and Innovation:                         
Design new products, 
features, and                  
business models. 

	X AI assistants

	X Usage reporting



Enabling businesses to customize AI-powered environments to align with their individual requirements 
and goals is essential for remaining competitive in today’s swiftly changing corporate terrain. 

OUR CUSTOMIZED APPROACH 

Allowing companies to tailor AI-driven environments to meet their unique needs and objectives is crucial to staying relevant in today’s 
rapidly evolving business landscape. 

IVA Base IVA Plus IVA Premium

The Base package delivers a secure 
foundation for leveraging ChatGPT and 
GenAI technologies, with the added 
assurance that your data stays within 
your organization. A standout feature of 
this package is its advanced document 
processing capability. This allows you 
to upload documents directly into 
a chat thread and perform queries 
against them, significantly boosting 
your organization’s productivity by 
streamlining information retrieval 
and analysis through GenAI, 
all while maintaining stringent                       
security standards. 

 The Plus package elevates 
organizational data interaction to 
new heights, not only by allowing 
the upload and extraction of specific 
information from a diverse range of 
documents, such as contracts, invoices, 
and leases, but also by prominently 
featuring AI Assistants. This standout 
feature empowers users to craft their 
own GPT functions, which can be 
seamlessly integrated with a document 
library. These custom functions can 
be finely tuned according to their 
intended purpose or function, offering 
unparalleled flexibility and efficiency in 
data analysis and interaction.

The Premium package is the ultimate 
offering that encapsulates all the 
features of the Base and Plus packages, 
and goes a step further by providing 
seamless integration with your systems 
or data warehouse. This integration 
ensures that you can not only upload 
and query documents and utilize 
custom AI Assistants for tailored GPT 
functions, but also directly connect to 
and converse with the vast amounts of 
data housed in your organizational data 
warehouse. The Premium package is the 
pinnacle of data interaction, offering 
a comprehensive, secure, and highly 
customizable experience for those who 
require the most advanced capabilities 
in data analysis and management.

REALIZE THE POTENTIAL

Boost Productivity Help Ensure Security Spark Creativity Embrace Scalability 

*Additional add-on available for each tier. 
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